Lab Members (Names and their positions after graduation)

Associate Professor
Takasumi Tanabe

Secretary
Naoko Kojima

PhD Students:
Nurul Ashikin Binti Daud
Continues her education in the graduate school of Keio University

Master 2nd Grade: (The class of 2012)
Ryusuke Saito Pursue sub-major master degree in Graduate School of Media and Governance in Keio University
Ryo Suzuki Continues his education in the graduate school of Keio University
Tomohiro Tetsumoto Continues his education in the graduate school of Keio University
Jiro Nishimura Starts his carrier in industry
Akihiro Fushimi Starts his carrier in industry

Master 1st Grade: (the class of 2013)
Tomoya Kobatake Continues his education in the graduate school of Keio University
Sho Tamaki Continues his education in the graduate school of Keio University
Zhelun Chen Continues his education in the graduate school of Keio University
Yosuke Nakagawa Continues his education in the graduate school of Keio University

Bachelor 4th Grade: (The class of 2014)
Hiroki Ito Be Continues his education in the graduate school of Keio University
Yuta Ooka Continues his education in the graduate school of Keio University
Yusuke Okabe Continues his education in the graduate school of Keio University
Misako Kobayashi Continues her education in the graduate school of Keio University
Takuma Nagano Continues his education in the graduate school of Keio University